TAPE SERVICES

Ontrack DataAdvisor
®

™

Consolidated and easy catalogue management of legacy backup tapes.

Ontrack® DataAdvisor™
provides a time and cost
effective solution for managing
your legacy backup tapes.
Eliminate the need to maintain
costly backup systems with an
online catalogue to view your
legacy tape libraries. Whether
transitioning to a new backup
software or consolidating tape
archives, Ontrack DataAdvisor
gives you full visibility of your
archived data for analysis or
restore.

Benefits
■■

■■

Full knowledge of information contained on legacy backups
■■

Know what data exists in your enterprise and where it resides

■■

Make informed decisions around the data you need to retrieve and migrate

■■

Know what data needs to be kept for the business, litigation and compliance

■■

Manage your tape library efficiently and dispose of unneeded data

On-demand data restoration
■■

■■

Quickly access specific data needed for compliance, investigations and litigation

Reduce the cost, time and risk of maintaining unnecessary legacy backup systems
■■

■■

Phase out and decommission legacy systems and reduce the risks associated with improperly storing or
destroying information
Lower information risk at an enterprise level

Features
■■

Consolidate legacy backup catalogues from various systems and media into a single and easy-to-view inventory

■■

Easy to use interface to quickly search and browse sessions within a catalogue

■■

Easily generate catalogue reports

■■

Hosted catalogues in a secured environment

■■

Access Ontrack DataAdvisor online with a personal and secured customer login

How it works
■■

We help you collect catalogues from your backup server or create them from your loose tapes

■■

Catalogues are ingested into Ontrack DataAdvisor

■■

Review your backup catalogue online with Ontrack DataAdvisor to create restore requests
Customer
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BACKUP TAPES

Ontrack DataAdvisor backup formats and versions supported
Catalogues from backup
servers (versions)

Backup format

Loose tapes

NetBackup

5.1, 6.5, 7.1, 7.5, 7.6, 7.7

YES

Backup Exec

8.6, 10, 12.5, 2010

YES

TSM

5.5, 6.3, 7.1

YES

Legato/NetWorker

8.1

YES

Commvault

8

YES

HP Data Protector

—

YES

Arcserve

6.5, 10.5

YES

Kroll Ontrack services
We offer a range of services to help you manage your legacy data and undertake all types of custom tape projects.You
can benefit from Kroll Ontrack’s expertise in:
■■

Restoring and migrating granularly specific items from specific tapes

■■

Processing media and destroying data with certificate of erasure

■■

Providing support with managing your information risk at a company level

■■

Securely storing your tapes

■■

Recovering data from damaged or obsolete tapes

CONTACTO
Para mayor información, llame o visítenos online:
900 112 012
ontrackdatarecovery.es
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